Welcome to the Silicon Beach family of products. Our goal is to make as much computing power as possible accessible to as many users as possible. We try to do this by pricing our products reasonably and by designing interfaces that allow you to access useful features immediately and then grow into more advanced capabilities. We welcome your feedback so that we can continue to produce the best software we can. I hope you enjoy our product.

Sincerely,

Charlie Jackson
President

**Publishing for Apple Macintosh**

**Personal Press™**

Personal Press offers beginners a page layout environment that's easy to learn and use without sacrificing the power of the "professional" packages. Discover desktop publishing with the help of AutoCreate™, which builds attractive documents automatically. Personal Press includes full-featured word processing, a powerful set of layout, editing and graphics tools, and graphical feedback of key operations through interactive previews.

**Personal Press, $299.**

**Silicon Press™**

Labels and other repetitive documents have never been so easy. Silicon Press offers a multitude of layouts and flexible merge/print capabilities.

**Silicon Press, $79.95**
**SuperPaint**
The award-winning graphics software that combines Paint and Draw capabilities into one easy-to-use program. Includes AutoTrace™, to convert bitmapped graphics into draw objects, and SuperBits™, which permits editing of bitmaps at any size and resolution. SuperPaint 2.0 also features a freehand tool for Bezier curves, multi-page documents, mixed fonts, styles and sizes within a single block of text, color preview, free rotation of text and objects in both the Draw and Paint layers, and the ability to select custom tools and add them to the paint palette.

*SuperPaint, Version 2.0, $199.*

---

**Digital Darkroom™**
A versatile tool for enhancing, retouching and composing scanned, grayscale and other bitmapped images. Includes AutoTrace, image preview, unique selection tools, pasting and blending options, powerful filters and brushes, and special printing capabilities for superior quality 300 dpi halftones from laser printers. Works with images of up to 256 grays.

*Digital Darkroom, $395.*

---

**Super 3D™**
Fast and flexible modeling and animation software, creates 2-D and 3-D models precisely. Offers 16,000 colors, definable light source shading, and animation functions, including key frames and tweening.

*Super 3D, Version 2.0, $495.*
**MULTIMEDIA FOR APPLE MACINTOSH**

**SuperCard™**
SuperCard is your personal software toolkit for creating programs customized to your needs — from productivity applications to full-blown multimedia presentations. Featuring the SuperTalk™ scripting language, SuperCard gives you powerful tools for creating standalone Macintosh applications with custom menus, floating tool palettes, dialog boxes, scrolling windows, etc. SuperCard also features full 256-color Draw and Paint, Auto-Trace, animation and sound capabilities, mixed fonts in text, and a powerful editing environment for combining these elements with ease. SuperCard imports HyperCard® stacks.

SuperCard, $299

**GAMES!**

**Dark Castle**
Dethrone the Black Knight! Macworld Best Entertainment award 1987. Mac II compatible. $49.95

**Beyond Dark Castle**
The Black Knight is back! Macworld Best Games award 1988. Mac II compatible. $49.95

**Apache Strike™**
Fly the unfriendly skies in your Apache attack helicopter! Mac II compatible. $49.95

**World Builder™**
Create your own Mac adventure games! Mac II compatible. $79.95

**Enchanted Scepters™**
Save the tiny kingdom of Callion! Mac II compatible. $39.95

**Airborne!™**
Defend your outpost against attack! $34.95